Inshes Prayer Topics for 28th April 2021
Taste and see that the Lord is good; blessed is the man who takes refuge in him. Fear the
Lord, you his saints, for those who fear him lack nothing. (Psalm 34:8-9)
1. Pray for the people of India in their desperate plight as they deal with this severe second wave
of Covid and are suffering devastating loss of life. Pray for the provision of medical supplies,
oxygen and vaccines as hospitals are overwhelmed and struggling to meet the needs.
2. Continue to pray for Cleopas & Atylin Takavada & Shammah, Irene, Clara & Shemaita as
they apply for visas & make arrangements for their move from Zimbabwe to UK & ultimately to
Inverness later this year.
3. Pray for all young adults in our congregation and around the UK who are facing the unknown.
Pray for strength, calmness, guidance, peace as they sit tests and await exam results, have had,
or await university offers and face the challenges of moving and new learning.
4. Give thanks for Rev Mike Lind serving as Locum at Daviot & Dunlichity, Moy Dalarossie &
Tomatin. Pray for preparation of sermons, for God to open hearts to his truth and his blessing on
Mike and the congregations.
5. Street Pastors – pray for wisdom and guidance as individuals consider when, what, how, and
even if, it's right for them to return to patrols - and for renewed relationships and teamwork for
those who can start again soon.
6. Remember David & Susan as they take a break this week. Pray they will be blessed and
refreshed from their time away.
7. CARE: God our Rock, thank You for many encouraging reports of widespread regular prayer
support for schools throughout Covid-19. May churches, prayer groups and individuals resolve to
continue in this vital prayer ministry to local schools, for the sake of Your kingdom. Amen.
(https://www.prayforschools.org)
*****
Wednesdays - Praying at 7pm for 7 minutes for 7 people
Here are some possibilities when thinking about who to pray for:
1) someone currently working & serving in another country eg Alexander, Anjana & Arnold &
Andrew MacLeod; Caroline White; Kathleen Burns; Mayhews; Patons; Martins
2) for someone you know working for the NHS or one of the other ‘essential’ services
3) for an older member of your family or friend who might be more vulnerable or needy in the
current situation – or someone living or working in a Care Home
4) for a neighbour or work colleague
5) for a leader, locally or nationally having to make difficult & important decisions
6) for someone in another church family that you know- for their encouragement, their witness
7) for someone whose job or financial security is threatened by the current situation

